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Oakie has overseen one of the
most successful programs in
the country. Artists such as Irish Mythen,
Catherine Maclellan, The East Pointers,
Vishtan…have all enjoyed remarkable national and international recognition through
the progressive promotional efforts and
support from Oakie and the island’s musical
organization.
Questions by Roddy Campbell.

When was Music PEI started and why?

It started originally in 2001 with the
Music PEI Awards Association. In 2005, I
had joined the board. There were a couple
of guys there who were artist managers—
Grady Poe and Roy Doyle. They informed
me that we were the only province without
a music industry association. So we started
to lobby the government and it took two
years. After two years getting nowhere with
the bureaucrats, I called up the premier [Pat
Binns] and got a meeting with him, and
within 20 minutes had a commitment for
$150,000.
What sort of programmes do you offer?

We give out close to $100,000 a year.
We have three levels of funding, targeting
artists at a certain point in their career.
There’s an emerging artist grant, an export
and marketing grant, and the big one, which
is called the career investment. It goes
$1,000, $2,200, and $10,000. They are all
funding the same thing it’s just to a different
amount. You can use any of these grants
for marketing, touring, showcasing, and
professional development—those are the
four main things that we cover.
How do you qualify for support from your
organisation?

You have to be a resident, that’s No. 1.
It’s taxpayers’ money so we want to make
sure that it’s taxpayers here that are using
it. So you have to be a full-time resident of
P.E.I. Each category has different eligibility
criteria, like the export development. It’s
trying to follow your career as you grow.
The emerging one has a very low threshold
for eligibility, whereas when you get to export development you have to have released
an album in the past two or three years, and
you have to have some experience touring
outside the province. Those things prove
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that you’re moving with your career instead
of staying stagnant.
How many artists do you support?

Each year, we fund 34 different projects
for various amounts. So that’s just the
funding program. The other thing we’ve
been doing since 2008 is Showcase PEI,
which has been super successful for us.
We’ve started some new programs recently
that I’m super excited about that are having
a pretty significant impact. One of them
is called the Golden Ticket. This is quite
a unique program; I haven’t seen another
one like it yet. We take an artist that has an
unreleased song and we hire a studio, we
hire a producer, we record it, and then we
hire a publicist and release it to radio. So
we go through all the stages of creating and
releasing a single.
You also have an international exchange
program.

Yes, we’ve worked with England, Wales,
and Denmark. This past year, we put together Vishtan with Catherine Finch and Sakou
Keita. So we put these two artists together,
they showcased at Showcase PEI. They cowrote some tunes. They did a concert here

and now in May Vishtan are going over to
Wales and are going to play at Focus Wales,
the conference, and then are going to tour
the U.K.
Why do you think you’ve become so successful promoting your artists?

Because we have great artists [laughs].
My whole thing is just to put people in the
best position to succeed. It’s up to them to
be great; if they just get a little help at the
right time, it can make a big difference.
Music PEI hosts the CFMAs in April.

Music PEI has a partnership with the
CFMA. We are doing all the local organizing. We will also be presenting local P.E.I.
artists for a showcase for the delegates.
That’s something new this year—the Delegates Program. We’re bringing in 10 national and 10 international buyers from venues
such as Branouter Festival in Belgium
and the legendary Caffé Lena in Saratoga
Springs [NY]. It will bring more opportunities for the artists. And it’s a lot more reason
to travel halfway across the country. It’s not
just about winning an award. I think this is
going to be the best-attended awards yet but
we’ll see.
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